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Abstract—Satisfaction of end users is one of the most important
factors for every service provider. Given that a lot of factors
along with the network conditions affect the user’s experience, the
network quality given by the Quality of Service (QoS) parameters
alone cannot provide an accurate measure of the users Quality
of Experience (QoE). Today, most of the airlines have started
providing in-flight wi-fi services, which allow the passengers to
use various Internet services while on-board the flight, such
as send and receive e-mails, stream video from diverse online
service providers, and so forth. Statistics show that more than
50% of the passengers use the provided wi-fi service to stream
video, therefore, their perception of the video service will be
determining for the service provider’s performance. One easy
way to evaluate the perceived video streaming (i.e. QoE) is by
estimating the frequency of stalls. In our paper, we propose
an evaluation method based on the user throughput values to
determine the number of stalls the user may have experienced
during an adaptive video streaming service.

Our algorithm is not dependent on any user device property
and requires only one input, namely, the throughput values
delivered to the user device, which can be collected at either
the router or if available, at the traffic shaper.

Index Terms—QoS, QoE, stall, throughput, adaptive video
streaming

I. INTRODUCTION

It is very important for any Internet Service Provider (ISP)

to provide a satisfactory Quality of Experience (QoE) to their

users [1]. ISP can measure the QoE of their users either by

subjective metrics such as Mean Opinion Score (MOS) or by

objective metrics such as network quality given by network

delay, bandwidth. In the case of video streaming, video stalls

(i.e. the number of interruptions during the streaming of the

video) impact the QoE of the users significantly.
Almost all of the major Media Service Providers (MSP)

have now started using HTTP adaptive video streaming. The

main idea behind the adaptive video streaming is to adapt

the bandwidth required by the video stream to the throughput

available over the network path from source to client [2].
In this technique, the MSP store every video in multiple

small files called slice and each slice is encoded in multiple

quality levels and thus vary in bit-rate. Based on the estima-

tion of the available throughput, a client might request the

subsequent slice of different video quality to avoid any video

interruption and to cope with varying network conditions. The

main challenge for a client is to decide the optimal quality for

each of the slice required to optimize the viewing experience.

The client faces the following challenges: 1) It must closely

and continuously estimate the available throughput, 2) it

must control the local buffer level to avoid any underflows,

which will result in a playback interruption or any overflow

which will result in loss of data, 3) it must minimize any

unnecessary quality fluctuations during the playback and 4) it

must minimize the delay between any user’s request and start

of playback [2]. This allows for the client to have full control

on the next slice download and on the desired quality level.

A user of adaptive video streaming might face fluctuations

in the video quality due to poor network conditions. These

fluctuations are a consequence of the unavailability of video

data in the user device buffer. Hence, one way to estimate

the stalls at the user is to analyze their local buffer status.

But in most cases, the ISP’s do not have access to their user’s

buffer and hence it becomes difficult to estimate the QoE of the

users. These fluctuations at the user device can also be seen as

an effect of a long-time degradation in the throughput values

delivered to the user device. Because the video that is being

played at the user device directly depends on the throughput

values delivered to the device, the throughput values can

be used to estimate any fluctuations or stall that may have

occurred at the user device.

This paper proposes a novel algorithm that replicate the

behavior of a user device while streaming a video and allows

for measuring the number of stalls the user would have expe-

rienced. The algorithm takes as an input only the throughput

values delivered to the client and tries to estimate the buffer

status of the user device and any video quality degradation

or stall that would have occurred at the user device. This

paper is further organized as follows. Section II analyzes the

state of the art in the area of evaluating the QoE during

video streaming. Section III describes the proposed algorithm.

Section IV shows how the algorithm has been implemented

stepwise. Section V evaluates the performance and discusses

the results. Section VI concludes the paper and gives incentives

for future work.

II. RELATED WORK

To estimate the video stalls, many authors have analyzed

the playback buffer for different queue models. In [3], authors

derived explicit expressions for the probability distribution

of the number of lost packets within a block of consecutive
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packet arrivals into a finite buffer using various versions of

the powerful Ballot Theorem for a single source M/M/1/K

queue. The authors in [4] have derived the probability of the

video stall for various sizes of playback buffer where they

modeled the playback buffer as M/D/1 queue. In their work,

they assumed that the arrival of the packets follows a Poisson

distribution, while the departure rate of packets is always

constant. Authors in [5] formulated the playback buffer as

G/D/1 queue and analyzed it using the diffusion approximation

method. They also calculated the probability of video stall for

different video qualities and an average rate of packet arrival.

Authors in [6] used the recursive approach to calculate the

packet loss probability for M/M/1 queues. Further, they used

the fluid model to estimate the probability of video stalls at

the file level. In [7] authors have presented an expression for

the analysis of the interruption probability that incorporates

the effect of finite video lengths in the G/G/1 buffer model.

Other authors have tried to first reconstruct the video

playback buffer and then analyze it to estimate any stall. In [8],

the authors adopted an approach, in which they reconstructed

the video playback by monitoring the network traffic flow

extracted from the HTTP meta information from the video

packets. The authors in [9] followed a similar approach

and tried to reconstruct the video playback parameters by

analyzing the TCP and IP headers of video packets instead

of the HTTP headers.

Although the above approaches provide a good measure of

stalls, they are very complex methods since we first need to

extract the information from either the HTTP meta data or

from the TCP and IP headers and then analyze them to detect

the stalls. In our proposed work we do not need to process

any meta data or headers. We just use the throughput values

delivered to the user device to reconstruct the video playback

buffer and analyze it to detect the stalls. While the authors

in [8] and [9] have considered just one video quality while

estimating the stalls, in our proposed work we are considering

three different video qualities while estimating the stalls.

The relationship between the user device buffer and video

stall is shown in Fig [1].

The x-axis of the graph represents the video playback time

and Y-axis represents the video data available in the buffer.

Fig. 1 shows that a video stalls whenever the user device’s

buffer is empty, and the video playback resumes when the data

in the buffer exceeds a certain threshold θ. Different MSPs
will have different value for this threshold and it needs to be

selected in a way that would allow for maintaining balance

between the frequency and the length of the stalls. The red

dotted line in the graph denotes that video is stalling and the

green line denotes that the video is playing and the time Δt1
and Δt2 denotes the length of each stall.
The majority of online video streaming websites define their

video quality as the low-standard definition (LSD), standard-

definition (SD), high definition (HD), and ultra-high definition

(UHD). In order to reconstruct the video playback of the user

device, it is very important to estimate the different video

qualities that would be playing at the user device and also their

Fig. 1: Illustration of user device buffer during playback

start and stop time. The parameter, which differentiates these

qualities is their bit rate, defined as the amount of data required

to play a specific duration of the video. The amount of data

required per second to play HD video on a user device will

be much higher than the amount of data required per second

to play the SD video, which means that the throughput values

at a user device streaming an HD video will be much higher

than the throughput values delivered to a user device streaming

an SD or LSD video. Hence, by observing and analyzing the

throughput values of the video data being delivered to a user

device, we can estimate the different video qualities that would

be playing at the user device and their start and stop time. Once

we have the above information it can be used to reconstruct

the video playback buffer and further to estimate the stalls.

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION

To test and implement our algorithm, we streamed Amazon

prime videos of different genre on a Dell PC. We captured

incoming video packets with the help of wireshark [10] and

controlled the network bandwidth with the help of Net-limiter

[11]. We implemented our algorithm in Python.

The most important parameter of our algorithm is the bit rate

of different video qualities. MSP’s nowadays use variable bit

rate to encode their videos and hence it is almost impossible to

know the exact bit rate of each slice of video over the entire

video duration. But by taking a long-time average, we can

estimate an average bit rate for different video qualities. We

streamed various videos of three different qualities, LSD, SD,

and HD, and captured the total received data packets at our

desktop for each quality and averaged it over the total video

play time to estimate the data required to play one second

of the video at each quality. This provides us with the bit

rate for LSD, SD and HD video qualities. Further, the bit rate

also specifies the minimum throughput values that must be

delivered to the user device to play a particular video quality.

We define the SD threshold as the minimum throughput value

to be delivered to the user device to stream a video at SD

quality and that will be equal to SD bit rate and HD threshold
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as the minimum throughput value to stream a video at HD

quality and that will be equal to HD bit rate.

We implemented our algorithm over the different genre

of videos from Amazon videos and controlled the network

bandwidth to either make the video stall or to degrade the

video quality at the PC screen. Manual observations were

made for the number of stalls that occurred on the desktop

screen while streaming the video and were later used to verify

the accuracy of the algorithm.

The algorithm’s pseudo code is provided in Algorithm 1.

The algorithm takes two input parameters (1) received video

data at the user device and (2) time instants of the received

data. The most important step in the algorithm is to identify the

start and stop time of the different video qualities at the user

device. This is important in order to identify the bit rate to be

used to convert the video data to video duration. For our testing

purpose, we captured the video data packets using wireshark,

but in real time any ISP can capture these parameters at the

router or at the traffic shaper. The output of the algorithm is

the number of stalls the user may have experienced.

It is evident that when a video is playing in SD, it can

only degrade to LSD, while when a video is playing in

HD it can degrade to either SD or LSD depending on the

throughput values being delivered to the user device. Hence,

to simplify the analysis the algorithm will evaluate the SD

and HD video period separately. For a scenario where the

video starts at SD quality and later switches to HD quality,

the algorithm first identifies the start time of HD quality. This

is achieved by analyzing the throughput values. We observed

that video data generally comes in a burst manner, hence the

algorithm considers the throughput values averaged over 10

seconds. Whenever the average throughput value exceeds the

HD threshold for consecutive 30 seconds, we conclude that

the HD video data starts coming at the user device.

Next, the algorithm defines a function that will estimate

the buffer status of the user device. This function is an

implementation of the relation described in Fig. 1, where the

input of the function is the received video duration and the

output is the predicted number of stalls. The function defines

the video at the user device to be either in playing or stalling

state by considering the video duration available in the user

device buffer. Initially, the video will stall until the buffer has

a minimum data duration of θ seconds and this stall duration
is called, startup latency, when the video starts playing, the

function will add the video duration received at each second

in the buffer and subtracts one second of video play duration

from the buffer. A stall occurs when the buffer becomes empty.

While the video stalls, the function will only add the received

video duration and will not subtract any data from the buffer

since the video is not playing at the user device. The playback

resumes when the user device buffer once again has θ seconds
of video. Depending on the number of times the buffer goes

empty, this function will return the predicted number of stalls.

The next part of the algorithm evaluates the SD video period

to detect any stall. The algorithm first converts the received

video data bytes over SD period to video duration using the

estimated SD bit rate and identify any video stall by calling the

buffer status function. If the function returns any stall, it means

that the user device would have switched to LSD right after

the stall. Hence, the algorithm will modify the video duration

by using the LSD bit rate to convert the video data to video

duration right after the stall until the throughput values goes

above SD threshold. After updating the video duration, the

algorithm will re-run the buffer status function to detect any

further stall. If the function returns any stall, the algorithm

will repeat the above defined steps, and if the buffer status

function returns no more stall or no stall at all, the algorithm

will exit the loop and move to HD calculation.

The next part of the algorithm evaluates the HD video

period to detect any stall. Here, we first convert the received

video data bytes over the HD period to video duration using

the estimated HD bit rate and measure the video stalls by

calling the buffer status function. If the function returns any

stall, it means the user device would have switched to either

SD or LSD right after the stall. The algorithm analyzes the

throughput values right after the stall to check which quality

the user device degraded to. If the values exceeds the SD

threshold, it means the user device switched to SD data, else,

the algorithm concludes that the user device switched to LSD

data. If the video degrades to LSD, the algorithm will again

analyze the throughput values to identify when it goes above

SD threshold, which gives us the start and stop time of LSD

video. If the video degrades to SD, the algorithm will analyze

the throughput values to identify when it goes above HD

threshold, which gives us the start and stop time of SD video.

The algorithm will then update the video duration by using the

corresponding bit rate for the different data received duration.

After updating the video duration, the algorithm will re-run the

buffer status function to detect any further stall. If the function

returns any stall, the algorithm will repeat the defined steps or

else will exit the loop.

At this point we are able to identify the different video

qualities played at the user device and their start and stop

time. The algorithm will now convert the entire received video

data to video duration using the appropriate bit rates and will

call the buffer status function over the entire video duration to

estimate the total number of stalls. Summarizing, the algorithm

first estimates the different video qualities and their start and

stop time over the entire video duration and then uses the

corresponding bit rate to map video data to video duration

and finally predicts the total number of stalls the user may

have experienced while streaming the video.

IV. ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION

The algorithm presented in the following section evaluates

the number of stalls for a user streaming an adaptive video

of three different video qualities, low standard definition,

standard definition, and high definition. We assume that the

user starts streaming at SD video quality initially and then

upgrade to HD or downgrade LSD due to bandwidth variation.

The variation in the bandwidth values of the network causes

the throughput values delivered to the user device to vary and
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will force the user device to either downgrade or upgrade the

requested video quality to improve the user QoE.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for Stall Detection
Input: Incoming video packets
Input: Time instants of incoming video packets
Output: Number of stalls

Initialization :

1: TPS[]=Throughput per second

2: TPTS[]=Throughput per 10 seconds

3: Let y seconds= video stop time

Detecting HD start time:

4: for i = 0 to (y/10) do
5: if (TPTS[i] & TPTS[i + 1] & TPTS[i + 2] >

HD threshold) then
6: SD plays from 0 to [i]*10 seconds

7: HD plays from [i]*10 to y seconds

8: end if
9: end for
Buffer status function: Buff status(x)

10: Buffer += x

11: if video was stalling then
12: if Buffer > θ then
13: Video starts playing

14: else
15: Video continue stalling

16: end if
17: else if video was playing then
18: Subtract play time from buffer

19: if Buffer > 0 then
20: Video continue playing

21: else
22: Video stalls

23: Stall count+=1

24: end if
25: end if
26: Let A := 0 //SD start time

27: for T ime = A to i do
28: Video Duration=Append([(Received bytes)/SD bit

rate])

29: Buff status(Video Duration)

30: if (V ideo stalls at D seconds) then
31: for T ime = D to i do
32: clear Video Duration

33: Let S = Time when throughput rises above SD

threshold

34: for T ime = D to S do
35: Video Duration=Append([(Received

bytes)/LSD bit rate])

36: end for
37: A := S

38: end for
39: else if video never stalls then
40: No stalls over SD period

41: end if
42: end for
43: Let B := i //HD start time

44: for T ime = B to y do
45: Video Duration=Append([(Received bytes)/HD bit

rate])

46: Buff status(Video Duration)

47: if (V ideo stalls at D seconds) then
48: for T ime = D to y do
49: clear Video Duration

50: Let S = Time when throughput rises above SD

threshold

51: for T ime = D to S do
52: Video Duration=Append([(Received

bytes)/LSD bit rate])

53: end for
54: Let F = Time when throughput rises above HD

threshold

55: for T ime = S to F do
56: Video Duration=Append([(Received bytes)/SD

bit rate])

57: end for
58: B := F

59: end for
60: else if video never stalls then
61: No stalls over HD period

62: end if
63: end for
64: Buff status(Video Duration)

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND RESULTS

A. Training results

Table 1 provides the estimated bit rate for different video

qualities. Since the bit rate specifies the amount of data

required to play one second of video, we captured the total

data received at our device while streaming different videos

for all three video qualities and took an average to estimate

the data required to play one second of that particular quality.

Videos that have high action, moderate action and no action at

all, were all used in training phase to estimate the bit rate for

different video qualities. The estimated bit rates were then used

in the algorithm as the thresholds (SD and HD) to determine

the start and stop of different video qualities and also to map

the received video data to video duration.

B. Wireshark graphs

In this section, we will showcase how the throughput

values that are being received at the user device vary with

the quality of the streamed video. Fig. 2, Fig. 3, and Fig. 4

show the video data received at our test device as captured

by wireshark software and averaged over 10 seconds while

streaming a video on Amazon prime for different video

qualities. The x-axis of the graph has playback time in

seconds and Y-axis has throughput values in bits/sec.
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1) Predicting the video quality: Fig [2] showcases how

the throughput values vary at user device while streaming

SD and HD video qualities. The user device was streamed at

SD video quality up to 130 seconds and at HD video quality

after 130 seconds. It can be observed that the throughput

values being delivered to the user device while playing an

SD video are way too less than the throughput values while

playing an HD video. Hence, we can say that the variation

in the throughput values delivered at the user device while

streaming an adaptive video can be analyzed to predict the

different video qualities that might be playing at the user

device.

Fig. 2: Variation of throughput values while streaming SD and

HD video

2) Degradation over SD duration: Fig. 3 showcases the
effect of throughput degradation when the video is playing

at SD quality. The user device starts requesting SD video

initially at 0 seconds and receives the throughput values

of approximately 0.9 Mbps. At 90 seconds, due to poor

bandwidth availability, throughput values degrades to almost

0.15 Mbps. At this point, even though the throughput values

are way less than the SD threshold, the user device continue

to demand SD data and utilizes the buffered data to keep

playing the video at the user device screen. At 130 seconds,

the user device buffer becomes empty and the video stalls.

Just after the stall, the user device starts requesting LSD

video data since it can only degrade to LSD video quality.

The user device continues to demand LSD data up to 210

seconds when the throughput finally rises above SD threshold

and once again starts requesting the SD video data.

3) Degradation over HD duration: Fig. 4 showcases the
effect of throughput degradation when the video is playing

at HD quality. The user device starts requesting HD video

initially at 0 seconds and receives the initial throughput

values of approximately 1.7 Mbps. Here, the throughput values

Fig. 3: Degradation over SD duration

LSD (Mbps) SD (Mbps) HD (Mbps)
0.25 0.585 1.53

TABLE I: Estimated bit rate

degrade at 140 seconds. At this point, the user device continues

to demand HD data and utilizes the buffered data to keep

playing the video. The video eventually stalls at 180 seconds

and at this point the user device analyzes the recent throughput

values to decide whether it should request the SD or LSD

quality video data. If the recent throughput values lie above

the SD threshold, user device should request SD data and

if it lies below the SD threshold, it should request LSD

data. In Fig. 4, when the video stall at time 180 seconds,

since the recent throughput values are way below the SD

threshold, the user device starts requesting LSD video data up

to 210 seconds after which the throughput rises above the SD

threshold and hence the user device starts requesting SD data.

At 260 seconds, the throughput values again rise above HD

threshold and now the user device once again starts requesting

HD video data.

C. Test data results

We tested our algorithm for 20 different Amazon prime

videos, each of length 1000 seconds where each video was

streamed on low-standard, standard, and high definition for

varying duration of time. Fig. 5 shows the comparison between

observed and predicted number of stalls. For 65% of test data,

our algorithm accurately predicted the number of stalls. For

the next 25% of test data within +/- 1 stall and rest 10% within

+/- 2 stalls.

For the test cases when the algorithm over-predicted the

number of stalls, it was because the estimated bit rate was

higher than the actual bit rate of the videos used in those test

cases while when the algorithm under-predicted the number
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Fig. 4: Degradation over HD duration

of stalls, it was because the estimated bit rate was lower than

the actual bit rate.

Fig. 5: Comparison between observed number of stalls at user

device and number of stalls predicted by the algorithm.

VI. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK

In this work, we proposed an algorithm that predicts the

number of stalls a user may experience by using only the

throughput values being delivered to the user device. This

approach allows for estimating the stalls the user would

have experienced in situations where the application service

providers dont have any access to their users buffer status

which further helps in estimating the user QoE metric. In

the future, we plan to increase the prediction accuracy of our

algorithm and we would also like to extend our algorithm to

measure the length of each predicted stall.
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